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STYLEST—a new solutions-based fashion brand—is pleased to announce the launch of their debut

wardrobe system: a Swim System™ for Summer 2022. STYLEST’s mission is to design fashion

‘systems’ that offer wardrobe solutions to help women achieve their best personal style as their

bodies and lifestyles evolve. With their innovative 3-step Stylest Swim System™, STYLEST also

introduces Aqualingerie™, a first-to-market, new fashion category intersecting three major apparel

industries: shapewear, swimwear, and lingerie.

“Swimwear wasn’t working for us, so we decided to change it. Aqualingerie is a brand new idea in

fashion and will give women the freedom to wear the swimsuits they want. Everything we create at
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STYLEST is a solution, whether it ’s support, a fit or fabric innovation, or a multi-tasking outfit maker,

we design wardrobe systems that evolve with your life without sacrificing your style.” - Co-

Founder, Joyann King Michael (Former Executive Editor of Harper’s BAZAAR and editor at InStyle

and Glamour)

Style, systems, and solutions intersect at STYLEST, bringing a fashion-conscious approach and ease

to wardrobing. It ’s an edited approach to getting dressed created by three trusted authorities in

the fashion industry: Joyann King Michael, Alia Yahia-Bosworth (Former Chief Style & Marketing

Director at LOFT & ELLE Editor), and Chrissy McCurdy (Former Buyer at Ralph Lauren, Saks 5th

Avenue & Komar).

The idea for the brand began at a pool party, where Chrissy shared her secret for feeling her best

poolside: wearing a bra with her swimsuit. The founders couldn’t believe a bra for the water didn’t

exist. Necessity being the mother of invention, Aqualingerie™ was born. Aqualingerie takes the

sculpting of shapewear and the function of lingerie to create an innovative, foundational layer to

wear under your swimsuit (or even on its own). A behind-the-scenes boost, it is lightweight, fast-

drying, and super-sculpting ‘lingerie’ engineered to wear in the water under your swimsuit. Hero

pieces include the 6-Way Convertible Swim Bra that goes with all of fashion’s best-selling one-

pieces, the High Rise Smoothing Swim Panty with tummy control and waist-cinching capabilities,

and the Fully-Boosted Sculpting Bodysuit for the all-in-one solution.

“After having my son, I put a bra on to give myself some confidence in swimsuits, and it was my

hidden secret. I wasn't going to the grocery store without a bra on, so why wouldn't I be wearing

one by the pool? STYLEST’s swim bras are engineered specifically for water and designed to go

under swimsuits. Our construction has muscle support that helps lift and shape the bust so you

can run after your kids and still look great.” - Co-Founder, Chrissy McCurdy

Enter STYLEST Swim System Step 2—SculptSwim™. The brand’s collection of high-fashion, high-

compression swimsuits made in STYLEST’s exclusive fabric, BOOST™. Ultra-flattering in all the right

places and designed to be worn over Aqualingerie, the collection features the brand’s seasonal

style edit of colors, prints, and silhouettes. Highlights include the Sculpting Puff Sleeve One Piece

and the Sculpting One-Shoulder Tie One Piece.

“Women dread shopping for swimsuits. At STYLEST, we want to change that. As a new mom, my life

has evolved, and I rely on systems more than ever. I’ve been styling real women my entire career,

and the key is a plan, not pieces. Our swim system takes all the guesswork out of looking great by

the pool or beach.” - Co-Founder Alia Yahia-Bosworth

Step 3 is the styled pieces that make it ‘a total look’. From a fashionable, SPF-friendly Swim

Cardigan to their exclusive water-proof Easy Tie Swim Sarong, these pieces complete the total

look but are designed with real life in mind.

For launch, STYLEST is reinventing the fitting room experience with a seven-day free trial program

powered by TryNow software, allowing our customers to try on our collection risk-free and in the



comfort of their own home, not in the abrasive lighting and cramped space of a dressing room.

STYLEST’s body-boosting swim system is only the beginning as the brand aims to change the total

fashion experience for women as their bodies and lifestyles evolve.

  SYSTEMS. SOLUTIONS. STYLED EVERY TIME.

Prices for the STYLEST Summer 2022 Collection range from $38-$228

Sizes range from XS-2XL, Bras 34B-42G

For more information on STYLEST, please visit STYLEST.com.
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